Informational Guide
for
Foreign Applicants

If you are a foreign applicant or refugee interested in becoming registered to practice as
a registered respiratory therapist in the Province of Alberta, the following information
and websites will have very useful professional practice and qualification recognition
information. We recommend you visit the sites contained in this guide prior contacting
the Registrar or submitting any application for registration pursuant with the Health
Professions Act.
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Recognition of Competencies and
Qualifications Acquired in Your Country of
Origin
1. Visit the following free online assessment to receive some immediate feedback
about your qualifications as they relate to Canadian standards.
2. CARTA will need to assess the last four (4) years of your practice prior to submitting
any application for registration. Please complete Appendix 1: National Competency
Framework 2015 checklist. Once completed please sign, date, and have the
document notarized.
Details about the various types of equipment used (mechanical ventilators, blood
gas analyzers, adjunct equipment) will also be very helpful to the CARTA Registrar
and/or Registration Committee.
3. Visit the Alberta Government International Qualifications Service (IQAS) website.
Complete the online application and checklist sending all required/available
documentation for assessment by IQAS. Upon IQAS review they will issue a
certificate which must be included with your CARTA registration application.
4. If English is not your native language you must have your language proficiency
assessed by Enhanced Language Training Proficiency Assessment (ELTPA). The
documentation from this assessment must be included with your application. A
score of 9 or greater must be achieved in all categories (Speaking, Listening, Writing,
Reading). Please see the English Language Assessment section.
5. Complete the online application. Please keep in mind this is a formal application
under the authority of the Health Professions Act and a decision regarding any
completed application may take up to 120 days before any decision will be issued to
you.
a. Upon completion of the online application and payment of fees, an
informational email will be sent to you requesting documentation. Once all
the required documentation is submitted your application is deemed
complete and a decision will be made.
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b. No respiratory therapist reciprocity agreement exists between your country
of origin and Canada and as a result when applying for a registration your
application will be referred by the Registrar to the Registration Committee
pursuant with the Health Professions Act which is the legislation authorizing
the College to issue a practice permit or not.
c. Required documentation includes:
i. Criminal records check
ii. Character declarations (2)
iii. IQAS certificate
iv. Canadian Language Benchmarks ELTPA assessment
v. Proof of liability insurance (minimum $2,000,000.00)
vi. Certified true copies of your academic transcripts
vii. Certified true copies of your diploma/degree
viii. Any licences/permits from your country of origin
ix. List of continuing competency activities you have participated in over
the last 2-years
x. Practice hours over the last 4-years.
6. Once your documentation is received and your application is completed the
Registration Committee will interview you in person or by telephone to listen to
your oral presentations as to why you should be issued a registration/practice
permit.
7. For refugees 1, documentation may be incomplete or absent. If you are not able to
provide certified true information from your country of origin a notarized
“background” paper providing detail on the following will be acceptable for
consideration:

A refugee is someone who has been forced to flee his or her country because of persecution,
war or violence. A refugee has a well-founded fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, political opinion or membership in a particular social group.
1
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a. A comprehensive resume describing in detail about your education and work
experience with emphasis placed on the competencies you possess (see
Appendix 1), equipment and instrumentation you have experience operating
and the types of patients you have had experience with;
b. A detailed description of all continuing education activities after graduation
from school emphasizing the competencies that were maintained or new
ones acquired;
c. A detailed description of your education curriculum course outlines or
contents if available;
d. Certificates of attendance or completion of any courses or programs where
competencies are acquired or maintained if available;
e. The International Qualifications Assessment Services certificate (if possible)
f. Certified true academic transcripts (preferred to be translated but may
consider those produced in the Arabic language) as available. will also accept
documents certified to be true by a notary.
8. Please keep in mind this is a formal application under the authority of the Health
Professions Act and a decision regarding any completed application may take up to
120 days before any decision will be issued to you. The Registration Committee will
make a decision.
a. to approve your registration with no conditions or;
b. to approve your registration with conditions or;
c. defer your registration or;
d. refuse your registration.
9. If you are issued a decision where the Registration Committee refuses to recognize
your qualifications to become registered and receive a practice permit, they will
advise you as to what is required to become registered. In many circumstances,
applicants are advised to successfully complete both an approved program of
studies at NAIT in Edmonton or SAIT in Calgary and the approved examination as
prescribed by the Canadian Board for Respiratory Care.
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10. You have the right to appeal this decision to the Council. You have 30 days from
receipt of the decision to submit a written appeal with reasons to the CARTA
Council.

English Language Assessment
Communicating proficiently in the English Language is essential for safe practice in
Alberta’s healthcare system and as such it is the first point to begin assessment. The
vast majority of patients in Alberta expect their healthcare to be delivered to them using
the English language.
Given the nature of the work of respiratory therapists and the little margin for error that
exists in their practice, being fluent in the English language for reading, writing, speaking
and listening is essential for your immediate and future career success.
CARTA recognizes the Canadian Language Benchmarks English Language reports only.
There are no validated equivalencies to any other English language proficiency
assessment and as such we do not recognize any other language assessment service.
It is recommended that you participate in the free online self‐assessment service
offered by the Canadian Language Benchmarks (CLB). Visit
http://www.language.ca/home/ for general information and to participate in a free
online self‐assessment of your language skills visit https://clb-osa.ca/home.
CARTA highly recommends that you attempt to achieve level 9 in all of the four essential
communication skills (Speaking, Listening, Writing, Reading). This will help you achieve a
high level of conversation skills as well as to understand any textbooks or lectures that
may be required in any upgrading respiratory therapy education that may be required
or when writing the approved entry to practice examination as prescribed by the
examination corporation Canadian Board for Respiratory Care. All domestic applicants
from Canada are held to the same standards.
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If you require additional English language education and training or need to have your
language proficiency assessed; you can access the Enhanced Language Training
Proficiency Assessment (ELTPA).
Contact either of the following agencies in Alberta to have your integrated language
skills.
Calgary

Immigrant Services Calgary

Edmonton

Catholic Social Services Language Assessment
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Navigating the Online Application
The following content describes some of the enabling legislation that College practice
and policies utilize.
Jurisprudence
Registration with CARTA is mandatory. It
is illegal to work as respiratory therapist
in Alberta without first registering with
CARTA.

Enabling Legislation
Health Professions Act
Mandatory registration
46(1) A person must apply for
registration if the person
(a) meets the requirements of section
28(2) for registration as a regulated
member, and
(b) intends to provide one or more of the
following:
(i) professional services directly to
the public;
(iv) the teaching of the practice of
a
regulated profession to regulated
members or students of the
regulated profession; 2

As a new graduate (≤ 6 months since
date of graduation) who has not passed
the CARTA Council approved
examination you are applying for a
placement on the provisional register.

Respiratory Therapists Profession
Regulation
Provisional register
6(1) An applicant for registration as a
regulated member may be registered
on the provisional register if the applicant
(a) is qualified to practise respiratory
therapy in another jurisdiction and the
applicant’s competencies are being
assessed under section 5,
(b) has fulfilled the registration
requirements set out in section 3 but has
not completed the registration
examination referred to in section 3(1)(b),
or
(c) is enrolled in a refresher program in
respiratory therapy approved by the
Council for the purpose of completing the

You are eligible to apply for registration
with CARTA under Section 6(1)(b) Once
you have successfully completed the
CARTA Council approved examination
and given evidence of that success to the
CARTA office you will be moved from the
provisional to the general register. The
placement of the provisional register is
valid for only 1 year from the date of
issuance.
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Section 46z(1) Health Professions Act
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registration requirements referred to in
section 3(2)(b).
(2)
A regulated member registered on
the provisional register may practise only
while under the supervision of a regulated
member registered on the general register
or under the supervision of another
regulated health professional approved by
the Registrar.
(3)
A registration on the provisional
register is valid for one year.
(4)
Despite subsection (3), the
Registrar may extend a registration on the
provisional register beyond one year if the
Registrar is of the opinion that
extenuating circumstances exist.
(5)
If a regulated member registered
on the provisional register meets the
registration requirements set out in
section 3, the Registrar must remove the
regulated member’s name from the
provisional register and enter it on the
general register. 3
Employers are prohibited hiring a person
to provide services as a respiratory
therapist unless they are regulated with
CARTA. Before being employed you are
responsible for providing your practice
permit to the employer.
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Health Professions Act Prohibition
47(1) No person shall knowingly employ
a person who meets the requirements of
section 46(1)(a) to provide services
described in section 46(1)(b) unless that
employed person is
(a) a regulated member, or
(b) authorized to provide the services
pursuant to another enactment.
(2) A person who meets the
requirements of section 46(1)(a) and
who is to be employed to provide services
described in section 46(1)(b) must,
(a) before being so employed, provide the
employer with evidence of
(i) a practice permit in good
standing, or

Respiratory Therapists Professional Regulation Section 6
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(ii) an authorization to provide the
services pursuant to another
enactment,

Required Documentation4 to be Submitted to
CARTA

(See appendix 1 for checklist)

1. Immediately upon completion of the
online application and payment of the
application fee, you will receive an
email that clearly outlines the required
documentation you must supply to
CARTA to complete your application.
As a recent graduate you must supply:
2. Evidence of successful completion of
the approved education program (e.g.
academic transcript from the
institution or copy of your
diploma/degree);
3. Submit a Police Information Check
(Criminal Records Check must be less
than 60 days old);
4. Two executed and dated character
declarations by individuals who know
you to be worthy of public trust and
are not related to you in any way;
5. Evidence of identity by providing any
copy of Government issued identity
(e.g. driver’s license or passport photo
page);

Health Professions Act
Application for registration
28(1) An application for registration as
a regulated member is complete for the
purpose of consideration under section
29(3) if it is in the
required form and
given to the registrar by the applicant
along with
(a) evidence of meeting the
requirements for competence in the
practice of the profession as required by
subsection (2),
(b) the application fee provided for in
the bylaws,
(c) evidence of having the amount and
type of professional liability insurance, if
required by the regulations,
(d) evidence of being a Canadian citizen
or a person lawfully permitted to work in
Canada, if required by the regulations,
(e) evidence of having good character
and reputation, if required by the
regulations,
(f) evidence of meeting standards of
language proficiency, if required by the
regulations,
(g) information required by the registrar
under section33(4)(b),
(h) a criminal record check,

The required documentation is the evidence that CARTA requires to satisfy all of the legal tests
contained in the Regulation to issue a provisional practice permit.

4
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6. Evidence of a minimum of $2 million
dollars liability insurance coverage
(e.g. copy of your liability insurance
certificate) or If applicable a copy of
your offer of employment letter from
an Alberta employer who provides
liability insurance coverage (e.g. offer
from Alberta Health Services,
Covenant Health Group or equivalent);
7. A notarized Attestation declaring that
you have read, understand, and agree
to fully comply with the Health
Professions Act, Respiratory Therapists
Profession Regulation, related
Standards of Practice, Code of Ethics,
professional practice guidelines,
continuing competency rules, bylaws
of the College and Association of
Respiratory Therapists of Alberta
(CARTA) and other related legislation
pertaining to the respiratory therapy
profession.

(i) evidence of whether the applicant is
currently an investigated person under
this Act or the equivalent of an
investigated person in another
jurisdiction,
(j) any information required by the
registrar respecting whether any conduct
of the applicant has previously
constituted unprofessional conduct,
(k) evidence of whether the applicant
has ever had conditions imposed on the
applicant’s practice permit or equivalent,
and
(l) evidence as to whether there has ever
been a judgment in a civil action against
the applicant with respect to the
applicant’s practice.

8. A copy of your Canadian Language
Benchmark (CLB) results using the
Enhanced Language Training
Proficiency Assessment (ELTPA) if
applicable. Applicants whose first
language is English are exempt from
this requirement.
All documents may be sent electronically
EXCEPT transcripts and criminal records
check. Electronic copies must be attached,
not embedded in the email body and
legible. CARTA will request replacements
for all documents that do not meet the
required standard, and this will delay your
application
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On-line Application (start)

1. Since your application have you been
found guilty of a criminal offense in
Canada or any other jurisdiction outside
of Canada? You must report findings
even if they resulted in a discharge or
pardon;

2. Since your application has there ever
been a judgement in a civil action
against you with respect to your
professional practice?

If you answer yes to any of the
questions 1-6 you are required
to provide full particulars on
separate correspondence with
the Registrar immediately
1. The required documentation will be
a Criminal Records Check that is less
than 60 days old. Please end an
original copy to the CARTA office. If
you have been convicted of a
criminal offense you will need to
contact the Registrar and you will
be required to submit copies of the
court decision.
2. You only have to report a “yes” to
this question if the suit relates to
your professional practice as a
health care provider. This likely will
not apply to you as a new graduate.

3. Have you been found guilty of an
offense under the Controlled
Substances Act or Food and Drug Act in
Canada? You must report findings even
if they resulted in a discharge or
pardon;

3. The required documentation will be
a Criminal Records Check that is less
than 60 days old. Contact the
Registrar if this is the case.

4. Have you been disciplined, suspended,
required to resign, terminated or
subjected to similar action in respect to
employment or a contract of service?

4. You only have to report a “yes” to
this question if the suit relates to
your professional practice as a
health care provider. This likely will
not apply to you as a new graduate.

5. Have you ever had any conditions,
restrictions or limitations placed on
your practice permit?

5. You only have to report a “yes” to
this question if the suit relates to
your professional practice as a
health care provider. This likely will
not apply to you as a new graduate.
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6. Have you been the subject of any
investigation or any professional
misconduct, incompetence, incapacity
or other similar proceeding(s), finding
by any other professional licensing or
regulatory body other than CARTA?

1. Do you certify that have personal or
employer liability insurance coverage in
the amount of coverage required by the
Council of a minimum of $2,000,000 (2
million dollars) to compensate patients
and/or their families for any damages in
whole or in part associated with
unskilled professional practice?

2. Do you hereby declare that you have
read, understand and agree to fully
comply with the Health Professions Act,
Respiratory Therapists Profession
Regulation, related standards of
practice, code of ethics, professional
practice guidelines, continuing
competency rules, bylaws of the
corporation and other related
legislation pertaining to the profession?

6. You only have to report a “yes” to
this question if the suit relates to
your professional practice as a
health care provider. This likely will
not apply to you as a new graduate.
If you answer no to any of the
following questions you must contact
the Registrar immediately and receive
further instructions on how to apply
for registration.
1. For CARTA to register a
member they must have
liability insurance in the
required amount. A
Provisional permit cannot be
issued without proof of
insurance. Liability insurance
can be purchased by the
individual or supplied by the
employer. A copy of the
insurance certificate or an
offer letter from an employer
who provides liability
insurance for employees must
be provided to the CARTA.
2. By answering YES to this
question, you are agreeing to
follow the requirements and
abide by all regulations.
Violating these could
constitute “unprofessional
conduct” as defined in the
Health Professions Act and
subject the member to
professional discipline.
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3. Do you also hereby declare that all
statements you make with respect to
this application for registration are true
and complete to the best of your
knowledge and belief?

3. By answering yes to this
question, you are attesting to
the truthfulness of your
responses.

4. Do you hereby understand that making
a false declaration or misleading
statement on this application may be
considered unprofessional conduct as
defined by the Health Professions Act?

4. Making a false or misleading
statement could subject you
to professional discipline or
invalidate your application.

By clicking on this box, I clearly
understand, that making a false declaration
or misleading statement on this application
may be considered unprofessional conduct
as defined by the Health Professions Act. I
am also giving my consent to receive all
correspondence from CARTA electronically.

Making a false or misleading
statement could subject you to
professional discipline or
invalidate your application.
Additionally, you are consenting
to receive CARTA emails.
To use the online process, you
MUST agree to electronic
communication. The alternative
would be a paper process that
takes much longer.
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STEP 1
As you are a new graduate (< 6 months after
graduation) select the Recent Graduate option.
Enter the year you graduate(d).

Use the drop-down menu and select the school you
have graduated from or will graduate from. The
initial list is a list of CARTA Council approved schools.
Select the “My school is not in this list” option.
Choosing the “My school is not in this list” option will
open another drop-down menu. Select the school
you graduated from. If it is not in the list, select the
“My school is not in this list either” and add the name
of your school in the box provided.
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Enter your first name, initial and last name

Enter your first name, middle initial, and last name
exactly as they appear on the government issued
identification.
Please ensure that all information uses the correct
case (see examples). This is how your name will
appear on your provisional permit.
Incorrect submissions will delay your application as
they must be corrected prior to approval.
If you have a maiden name enter it now.
Select your gender. If you do not identify as male of
female choose other.
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STEP 2
Select you place of residence at the time of your
application.
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STEP 3
Please ensure that all information uses the correct
case (see examples). This is how your address will
appear in our database. This information is used to
send you CARTA communications.
Incorrect submissions will delay your application as
they must be corrected prior to approval.
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STEP 4
Please ensure that all information uses the correct
case. This is how your employment information will
appear in our database. This information is used to
meet legislative requirements.
Incorrect submissions will delay your application as
they must be corrected prior to approval.
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STEP 5
As a new applicant you only need to answer the
question “* Is English your first “language?
Identify any other languages you can speak.
Please ensure that all information uses the correct
case and spelling. This is how your language
information will appear in our database. This
information is used to meet legislative
requirements.
Incorrect submissions will delay your application as
they must be corrected prior to approval.
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STEP 6

Edit and review entered data.

Review your submissions and edit information as
required. Incorrect submissions will delay your
application as they must be corrected prior to approval.
STEP 7
Complete the required information to pay your sees.
Only Mastercard and Visa credit cards can be used. Visa
debit cards are not compatible with our current payment
portal.
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Appendix 1 Documentation Checklist
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

Complete online application and pay required fee.
Character declarations (2)
Criminal Records check.
Copy of government issued picture identification (Driver’s licence or
passport)
Enhanced Language Training Assessment (ELTPA) at level 9 for candidate
where English is not a native tongue.
International Qualifications Assessment Service (IQAS) certificate.
National Competency Framework 2015 Framework evaluation tool.
(Appendix 4)
Attestation (Appendix 1)
Evidence of successful completion of your education program (certified
true transcripts, diploma or degree).
Registration verification form (if you have been registered as a
Respiratory Therapist in another jurisdiction, or in any other health
profession). Contact the Registrar for a form.
Resume documenting all work experience and continuing education for
the last 4-years.
Notarized background paper. (For refugees only)
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Appendix 2 Character Declarations (2)
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Appendix 3 Attestation
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Appendix 4 Competency Evaluation Tool
Checklist Instructions The following checklist is based on the 2016 National Competency Framework (click
to follow the link). Please give us dates and location for each CORE and CLINICAL competency that you
have performed. For the FOUNDATIONAL competencies please indicate the date and the academic
course in which the competency was completed. Once you have completed the checklist complete the
attestation. The attestation must be notarized.
Send the completed documentation to the CARTA office
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CORE COMPETENCIES

BO Provide evidence-informed, patient-centred, respiratory care
B0.1 Demonstrate empathy and respect towards the patient and family
B0.2 Establish partnerships with patients and families
B0.3 Plan respiratory care
B0.4 Apply evidence to practice

Date last
performed
or
evaluated

Location

B1
Demonstrate professional behavior
B1.1 Exhibit professional behavior
B1.2 Adhere to the scope of practice
B1.3 Adhere to professional clinical, legal, and ethical guidelines/regulations
B1.4 Adhere to institutional/organizational policies and procedures
B1.5 Participate in professional development
B1.6 Participate in quality improvement processes
B2
Communicate effectively
B2.1 Demonstrate effective verbal and non‐verbal communication skills
B2.2 Communicate effectively through documentation
B3.3 Use information communication technologies
B3.4 Manage conflict and difficult behaviour
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B3 Collaborate in the inter-professional health care team
B3.1 Collaborate in professional consultation in an inter‐professional health care team
B3.2 Applytherapeuticanddiagnosticproceduresbasedonresearchdata,methodsandresults
B4 Optimize cardio-respiratory health and wellness of the community
B4.1 Provide cardio-respiratory health education
B4.2 Participate in addressing cardio-respiratory health needs of the community
B5 Demonstrate critical thinking and reasoning skills
B5.1 Analyze the data pertinent to the clinical situation in order to make a decision
B5.2 Prioritize clinical activities according to the analysis of the situation
B5.3

Manage problems

B6 Perform administrative duties
B6.1 Use relevant computer and electronic data applications
B6.2 Participate in institutional or professional meetings
B6.3 Demonstrate responsible use of resources to minimize costs
B6.4 Complete administrative reports
B6.5 Perform assessments other than those related to patients
B6.6 Assess peer/student competence and performance
B6.7 Facilitate student and new staff orientation
B7 Implement preventive measures to ensure health and safety
B7.1 Analyze the risk posed by a clinical situation
B7.2 Apply infection prevention and control precautions
B7.3 Manage biohazardous materials
B7.4 Handle dangerous substances and materials
B7.5 Adhere to Canadian Standards Association (CSA) standards for medical equipment
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B7.6 Handle medical gases/liquids safely
B7.7 Exercise the role of an RT in the event of an institutional disaster and mass casualty
B7.8 Use respiratory care equipment and supplies safely
B7.9 Apply the principles of the Occupational Safety, Health and Wellness(OSH&W)program
B7.10 Manage stress
B8 Demonstrate accountability appropriate to role in the health care team.
B8.1 Engage in projects and professional initiatives
B8.2 Facilitate change
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CLINICAL COMPETENCIES
Please indicate if you performed the skills on adult, pediatric or neonatal patients.
C1
C1.1
C1.2

Location

Assess patient’s cardio-respiratory status
Collect pertinent information
Analyze the collected information

C2
C2.1

Optimize Patient Safety
Contribute to a culture of patient safety

C2.2

Manage patient safety risks

C2.3

Respond to and report patient safety incidents

C3

Date last
performed
or
evaluated

Administer medication and substances

C3.1 Determine appropriateness and safety of medication and substances
C3.2

Prepare medication and substances for administration

C3.3
C3.4

Administer medication and substances
Evaluate response to medication and substance administration

C4 Manage airway
C4.1 Manage artificial airway devices
C4.2 Ensure patency of the airway
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C5

Perform anesthesia assistance

C5.1

Assist with anesthesia

C5.2

Manage homeostasis of a patient during anesthesia

C5.3

Manage the patient during sedation

C6
C6.1

Provide optimal ventilation assistance
Perform manual ventilation

C6.2

Provide optimal invasive and non‐invasive mechanical ventilation

C7
Execute resuscitation
C7.1 Perform distinction, assessment and rapid intervention as per resuscitation Guidelines
C7.2 Perform basic life support (8LS) protocols according to the current standards of the Heart and
Stroke Foundation of Canada
C7.3 Perform adult advanced life support (ACLS) protocols according to the current standards
of the Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada
C7.4 Perform Pediatric advanced life support (PALS) protocols according to the current standards
of the Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada
C7.5 Perform neonatal resuscitation program (NRP) protocols according to the current standards
of the Canadian Pediatric Society
C8
C8.1

Administer cardio-pulmonary diagnostic tests
Perform and interpret electrocardiograms

C8.2

Perform and interpret pulmonary function testing

C8.3

Perform diagnostic tests for sleep related breathing disorders
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C9
C9.1

Perform adjunct therapies
Insert esophageal or gastric tubes

C9.2

Assist in thoracic suction or drainage therapy

C9.3

Provide thermal regulation

C9.4

Manage transport of a patient

C10
Perform invasive vascular procedures
C10.1 Manage vascular access through invasive procedures
C10.2 Manage arterial lines
C10.3 Perform an arterial, venous or capillary puncture
C10.4 Assistwithvascularaccessthroughcentrallines/pulmonaryarterycatheter
C10.5 Collect samples using indwelling catheter
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FOUNDATION SCIENCE

S1

Apply knowledge of anatomy and physiology
S1.1 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to the organization and function
of the human body

Date last
performed
or
evaluated

Location

S1.2

Applytheappropriatescientificknowledgerelatingtothestagesofprenatal
development
S1.3 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to skin, bones and muscles
S1.4 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to the nervous system: its
regulation and integration of the physiological processes
S1.5 Applytheappropriatescientificknowledgerelatingtohomeostasisandtheroleofeach
contributing system
S1.6
S1.7

Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to the urinary system
Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to fluid equilibrium, electrolytes
and acid‐base balance

S1.8
Applytheappropriatescientificknowledgerelatingtotheendocrinesystem
S1.9
Applytheappropriatescientificknowledgerelatingtothepulmonarysystem
S1.10 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to pulmonary ventilation
S1.11 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to the neurological control of
breathing and respiratory compensation
S1.12 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to the functional physiology of
blood
S1.13 Apply appropriate scientific knowledge relating to gas exchanges
S1.14 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to the functional physiology of
the cardiovascular system
S1.15 Apply appropriate scientific knowledge relating to the electro‐physiology of the heart
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S2

Apply knowledge of chemistry and biochemistry
S2.1 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to chemical terms and concepts
as they pertain to Respiratory Therapy
S2.2 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to biochemical terms and concepts
as they pertain to Respiratory Therapy

S3

Apply knowledge of physics
S3.1 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to the behaviour of gases
S3.2 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to the states of matter and change
of state
S3.3 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to surface tension
S3.4

Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to gas diffusion

S3.5 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to fluid dynamics and gas
mixing/entrainment
S3.6 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to the behaviour of aerosols
S3.7
S4

Applytheappropriatescientificknowledgerelatingtootherphysicalprinciples

Apply knowledge of pharmacological principles
S4.1 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to the application of medications
S4.2 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to the pharmacologic response of
adrenergic and cholinergic drugs
S4.3 Applytheappropriatescientificknowledgerelatingtoeachclassofmedications
S4.4

Describe the characteristics of specific classes of cardiovascular medications

S4.5 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to drugs utilized in anesthesia
S4.6 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to inhalational anesthetic agents
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S5

Apply knowledge of microbiology
S5.1 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to the mechanisms of infectious
diseases
S5.2

S6

Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to agents of infectious diseases

Apply knowledge of pulmonary pathophysiology
S6. Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to the pathophysiology of diseases
and disorders of the pulmonary system
S6.2 Apply appropriate scientific knowledge relating to obstructive processes of the lung
S6.3 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to obstructive airway disorders
S6.4
Applytheappropriatescientificknowledgerelatingtotherestrictiveprocessesofthe
respiratory system
S6.5 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to extra‐pulmonary disorders
S6.6 Applytheappropriatescientificknowledgerelatingtotheintra‐pulmonarydisorders

S7

Apply knowledge of cardiovascular pathophysiology
S7.1 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to coronary atherosclerotic heart
disease

S7.6

S7.2 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to valvular heart disorders
Applytheappropriatescientificknowledgerelatingtoinflammatoryheartdisorders S7.4
Applytheappropriatescientificknowledgerelatingtoperipheralvasculardisorders S7.5 Apply
the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to congenital heart defects
Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to types of shock

S7.7

Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to cardiovascular abnormalities

S7.3
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S8

Apply knowledge of other diseases and disorders
S8.1 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to disorders of the central
nervous system
S8.2 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to the disorders of the
peripheral nervous system
S8.3 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to renal failure
S8.4 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to specific metabolic disorders
S8.5 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to particular conditions that
impair human physiology
S8.6 Apply the appropriate scientific knowledge relating to systemic infections
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Appendix 5 Competency Evaluation Tool
Attestation

I, _____________________ hereby attest that the National Competency
Framework Profile (2015) Checklist entry accurately reflects my clinical practice in the
last four (4) years) in my capacity as healthcare professional/Respiratory Therapist. I
attest that this information is true, accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge.

Date: _____/______/_____
Year

Month

Day

Affix Notary Seal here.
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Appendix 6 CARTA Fee GUIDE
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Applicant contacts
CARTA

Domestic pathway
Foreign
applicant?

NO

YES

Applicant
downloads Foreign
Applicant Guide

FOREIGN APPLICANT
PATHWAY

English
language natal?

NO

Completes ELTPA
language
assessment

YES

Completes
additional
language training

NO

ELTPA score
meets CARTA
standard?

YES

Completes
readiness
assessment tools.
eg SART

Completes
National
Competency
Framework
checklist
Appendix 1

Required
documentation
available?

YES

NO

Applicant gathers
required
documentation

Applicant submits
required
documentation to
IQAS

Completes CARTA
online application

Applicant submits
documentation to
CARTA

Applicant meets
with Registration
Committee

Decision

Is applicant
refugee?

NO

YES

Applicant created a resume
with all work experience
and continuing competence
activities

Applicant created a
background paper
(notarized).

